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1tbe (tross anb tbe ~Iougb 
Published by the Catholic Land Federation of England and Wales 
at W eeford Cottage, Hill, Sutton Coldficld 
Quarterly Subscription: On~ Shilling a y~ar 
The Papal Statements on the ~etur~ to the Land? a~d the statement of policy 
by theOnholic Land Federation, wh1ch httherto have dtgnified our covers, have had 
to be -suspended on account of the paper shortage. A copy of a previous issue 
CQntaining them will be supplied on request to any new subscriber.-T EDITOR. 
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS 
publishing tw<t, pamphlets. A Long-Term 
Policy for Agrtcultur~ is a reprint of an 
article in The Dairy Farm" for March I<J42. 
Soil F"tility and the- Reform of the Manur1 
H~ap is a reprint of an address to the Nant-
wich Young Farmers' Club, given in Febru. 
ary last. 
Both are of the fust importance u 
technical disproofs of the case of the Mechao-
isers, and of the N.P.K. mentality. Sir Albert 
has been kind enough to place a limited n~ 
ber of both these important statements .at the 
disp<>sal of the Editor. A copy of each will 
be sent to any -subscriber on application. One 
penny stamp for postage should be ei)Closed. 
TUMBRILS WITHOUT 
this gentleman tflinks I and many other sons 
of the soil feel on hearing that while we are 
away from our homes in the fighting service . .-, 
there is someone at home with nothing better 
/o do than rob us of our birthrigl1t by the 
abolition of the small farm ." 
THE DOOR IS KNOCKED 
Hampshire, which has some of the large~t 
as well as some of the smallest farms within 
its boundaries, h::~s the honour of opening the 
action. The Brockenhurst Branch of the 
T.F.U. has demanded that that august body 
shall p::~y attention to the danger confronting 
farmers of less th:111 100 ::~c res. They s::~y: 
"We smallish farmers do not want to find 
ourselves turned into the employees of big 
corporations, even though it means more 
money. But there is a move to bring that 
about and we must protect ourselves." 
BUT THE PLAY PROCEEDS 
ln Surrey, however, the War Agricultural 
Committee has been showing off its machines. 
A Daily Sketch reporter, echoing no doubt 
vvhat he was told, said of this demonstration : 
"Russian farming experts have told us that 
our islands are so fertile that, if farmed under 
modem methods, they should produce first-
class food to support not mereLy 40 million 
people, but 90 million people. To-morrow's 
demonstration will be the fint step towards 
that ideal." 
We k new of the fertility ::~nd the capacity 
of our land without the aid of Ru si::~n 
experts. We know, too, that "modern 
methods" h::~ve nothing to do with output per 
::~ere, but only with output per m::~n-and 
dividends. It cannot be repeated too often 
that the g reatest machines ever invented 
cannot turn out more wheat to the acre than 
can a ploughman and his team. 
THE LAST ACT 
The Reporter proceeds : "Dominion 
farmers . .. point out that they had to drag 
every ton of till-S from difficult soil, use every 
suitable new machine." DRAG is right. 
Unless the Dominions change their methods 
very quickly, there will be nothing left for 
their children to dmg from the soil. England 
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bdong to our children's children as well as 
to us. There won't be anything left for them 
to drag either, if the mechanisers have their 
COSTI 'G GONE MAD 
:\rising from the announcement of grain 
prices made recently by the (,overnment, 
sever::~! attempts h::~Ye been m::~de to establish 
J money cost for :1n ::~ere of wheat. Lord 
Cranworth. in The Farmers' Weekly of 2nd 
April, gave a figure which showed :1 bare 
recovery of cost. This included, of course, 
the allocation, c::~rting and spreading of q 
tons of organic manure. One of our smart 
Alecs responded on 10th April with a state-
ment showing roo% profit. He got it by 
manuring with 2~ cwt. of artifici::~l fertiliser 
to the acre, adding ~ cwt. of nitro chalk in the 
Spring, devoting fifteen shillings to rent and 
crediting himself with £5 for the sale of 
25 cwt. of Baled Straw. 1£, as is only too 
probable, these ore the methods by which 
mechanised farming is shown to be profitable, 
it is time the Chartered and other Accountants 
protested that capitol loss should really not be 
shown as an income profit. 
An impressive series of more complete 
costings was printed in Tl1e Dairy Farmer for 
May. The comments of the farmers concern-
ed included some nasty truths on arm-choir 
brmers and the undue inAuence which "land 
miners" have on Government circles. 
THE :\lAKED TRUTH 
It is rather surprising how often complete 
frankness is to be found in Press statements 
about rhe modern conspiracy. A special cor-
respondent in Tile Times, writing on World 
Trade After The War, said recently "Among 
many professional economists, bankers, mer-
chants, shipowners and othe1· leaders of 
opinion .... " 
In face of this sort of thing, con we deny 
that we have the sort of Government we 
deserve? 
AGRICULTU}{AL RECONSTRUCTI01 
A Division of the British Association 
discussed on 2oth and 2rst March this prob-
lem :1s it affects the populations of Europe. 
The discussion is summarised in Nature for 
4th April by Mr. G . V. Jacks. 
There was a remarkable unanimity that 
small-scale peasant farming affords the_ best 
hope for the future.. 'early al l the dt~tln ­
guishcd speakers spcclficc.l J1vcstock and m;.ul 
fannin~. . , . . 
Si r Joh n R ussell, Jn the Chatr, emphaSISed 
greater prod uction of " protective" foodst ufTs 
at the expense of cerea ls, and m any of the 
experts fol lowed him in th is respect. 
It does not appear that any of them 
knew, and certainl y none of them said, that 
the large-sca le cereal mon~ulture in America 
and elsewhere cannot cont!nue on 1ts present 
sca le. The part author of The Rape of the 
Earth , of all people, would have men tioned 
any reference of the kind. 
But if the easy and enormous corn pro-
duction of the past generation cannot con-
tinue, peasant mixed farmi ng must be taken 
to include its traditional cereal . Everybody 
knows that now, except Sir John Russell and 
the experts. 
HALF THE STORY 
Sir Charles G rant Robertson set the cat 
among the ed ucational pigeons recently by 
asking some pointed questions. The first 
was : "Can you have a society accepting the 
Christian code of eth ics without the Christian 
faith as its basis?" 
This is very perti nent, to be sur , but a 
necrative answer docs not end the matter. 
Ca~ you profess to l1ave a Chri.•tian basis 
ttJithout the Christian etl1ic? It is the sad 
f:J.ct that the reply must be yes which consti-
tutes the modern problem. W e celebrate , 
devoutl y and with dig nity the Papal Jubilee . 
We do not dream of doing what the Pope 
sa ~· s we ought to do. 
TAILPIECE 
" The fu ndamental evil of America and 
tl1e world, from which tl1e other evils stem-
med, was the agricultural evil- tl1e erosion of 
the soil. That was not in reality a grievance 
of the farmet , it t.ilas an evil wl1ich thTeatened, 
and still threatens, the whole existence of 
Christian civilisation . Y et it was an evil to 
which it was hopeless to get the townee 
politician , interested primarily in the toumee 
vote, to attend. 
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. . . . The fun dament of Mr. Roosevelt's 
policy tvas the A .A .A .- tl2e agricultural 
r nhcy-tiJe policy for arresting tile destruc-
tion of t/;e sc..·!. / i.l!tl still even to-day, t.~rough 
all tlu· smo.((' of battle, that remaiils tl1e fun-
dc7me:/t of tlie poliq . Ur. lesx tlwt policy i.i 
so!L'cc! no l'ictory in battle wilL be worth the 
tvirwi.rJg, and if it is solved, then Cln·istendom 
may yet be sal'ed." 
- Mr. Clu·istopl1 er Hollis, 
fn " 1'!1e T abLet ." 
T his is adm irable . Mr. Hollis is alwavs 
admirable unt il h ~ seeks to tic up all tl; c 
vir tues to A ri stocracy, as he proceeds to c.Jo 
in the present case. But if it is hopeless to 
get the tow nec po!i tician to ac t, because of th e 
to wnec vote, _it is c_v~ n more hopele~s to get 
the an stocrauc pob ttc1 an to act, because of 
the aris tocratic money. That was the history 
of very aristocr:Jtic Roman Italy, and eve;1 
more aristocratic Roman Libya: Erosion i ~. 
on the whole, a sin of the rich. We sol ve 
nothing by ig noring tha t. As Lord Acton 
said, and as we cannot repe:n too often: 
ALL POWER CORRUPTS : ABSOLUT E 
POWER CORRUPTS ABSOLUTELY. 
THE PROBLEM 
l do n<) t hel i ve in a fate th:u fa lls on men 
h oweve r thev act ; but I do bel ieve in a fate 
tbt fa lls on them unbs they act. If I treated 
the mat cr merely as one of necess ity and the 
nature of things, I should say th::n E ll'ria nd 
was fo!lowi ng her sister Sta tes of V cnic~ and 
H olland. If I had ever talked all the mean 
materia li sm about living nation s :lnd dying 
tnt ions, I should say that England was cer-
tai nly d yi ng . But I do not believe th:Jt a 
nation dies s:l ve by suicide. To the very la st 
C\'ery problem is a problem of will; and if we 
wi!l we can be whole. But it involves facing 
our own failures as wel l as counting our 
successes; it means not dependi ng enti rely on 
commerce and colonies; i t m e:1ns balanc ing 
our mercantile morals with more peasant 
relig ion and peasan t eq uali ty; it mea ns ceas-
ing to be conten t to r ule the sea, and m aking 
some sort of effort to return to the land.- C . 
K. Chesterton in " Speaking Cenerally." 
THE GOOSE THAT LAID THE GOLDEN EGGS 
HThis is, of course, only a temporary, war-time, measure" 
AD LIMINA 
Before the parted tongues upon him roared , 
Peter would save his Master with a sword. 
And with a sword did Christ-embattled Paul 
E ndow his converts from his prison wall. 
Some doubt now cramps our local hell-
defeaters : 
Do we use both-or Paul 's-or only Peter's ? 
-H.R. 
Th us we have made social problems in-
soluble. For wh ile we talk of a standard of 
life, in fact we have no standard of life except 
that each man shall desire more than he has 




Birmingham, which was once the home 
of craftsmen, and later the home of big busi-
ness and the big bank , has seen the red light. 
In May, it brought all its municipal panoply 
to the orga nisa tion of a Food Prod uction Ex-
hibi tion designed for the help of the small 
man who has no more than :1 garden or an 
allotment. 
A death-bed repentance indeed, for it was 
held on the ru ins f the Market H all , but 
none the less an edifying portent. 
A whole day was devoted to lectures and 
demonstrations on composting soil by the 
Indore Process, and Sir A lbert Howard him-
self led the field . 
THE CONTINUOUS GROWTH OF 
WHEAT ON BROADBALK FIELD 
SCIENCE OR ADVOCACY? 
AS we indicated in o note at Michoelmas, 
1941, the standard defence for continuous 
growth of grain crops with artificials has b~en 
Broadbalk Field at Rothamsted. Accordmg 
to Sir John Russell, the Director, " In 1843 it 
came into wheat, and it has been put in 
wheat every year since; it is now carrying its 
ninety-eighth wheat crop without a break." 
(Letter to Farmers' Weekly of South Afnca, 
7th May, 1941. Italics ours). 
It was established in the previous note 
that the experiment has been discredited by 
the u e of healthy seed from outside sources 
every year. The matter can now be taken 
further. 
A little light, and some amusement, may 
be derived from the following extract from 
the 1929 Report: "Imperial Chemical Indus-
tries, Ltd., and Fertiliser Monufacturers' 
Association, jointly defray the cost of a Guide 
Demonstrator for the field plots and, in addi-
tion, provide considerable funds for the 
extension of the work." 
The fol lowing letter on the general sub-
ject has been sent to The Farmers' Weekly of 
South Africa by Mr. I-1. R. lJroadbcnt. 
Owing to the hazards of war, the date of 
publication cannot be given at the moment 
of writing. 
"Sir, 
No doubt some of your readers will have 
been disappointed to Learn from Sir John 
Russell's letter in your issue of 7th May, 
I94I, that the Experiment on the Continuous 
Growth of Wheat at Rothamsted has been 
abandoned. Its place has been tal(en by one 
in which "tl1e plots have been divided cross-
wise into five sections, each of which in tum 
lzas be;,n fallowed for a year to keep down 
weeds. 
Sir John Russell explains "we have had 
trouble with weeds." The weeds, judging 
from the monotonous appearance of the 
adjective "foul" in the Rothamsted Annual 
Reports on Broadbalk, must have been a 
nightmare. There were valiant attempts to 
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fight tl1em at. earlier dates than. 1925, tl1e year 
quoted by Str fohn Russell; zndeed, the fal-
lowing wl1ich was used makes the qualifyin rr 
terms "continuous" and "without a brea!t' 
more euphonious. tl1a~ accurate. . In 19o 3 
each plot was dwuled m half Longttudinally. 
011e lu•lf was fallowed in tl1e season 190 3-4 
and tlw otlit·r half in the following season. 
The longest period, therefore, during w/1ic!1 
any part of Broad balk carried a continuous 
succession of wl1eat crops was from the 
autumn of I 84 3 to the harvest of 1904, a 
total of 61 crops. There was a second break 
wl1en in 19r4 there was a complete fallow of 
tl1e whole of tl1e top half of the field and in 
I 915 of the bottom half. 
, In 192 5 Rotlwmsted threw in tl1e sponge. 
1 l1e weeds had won. The field was divided 
i.'lto five sections and drastic faLLowing impos-
ed. The top three-fifths were fallowed in 
I920 and 1927, the bottom three-fifths in 
1928 and I929, so tlwt there was a bt·eak of 
two years on both tl1e top and bottom two-
fiftllS and of four yearJ· on tl1e centre fift!J. 
The whole grou11d was cropper! in 1930 and 
in the season 1930-3 1 the preJ·ent system of 
four years of cropping and one year of fallow 
on each fifth of each plot was started. 
Fal!owing on Broad balk, at least initially. 
/;,·nefits the succeeding crop to a considerabic: 
degree. The eflect of the two years falLow. 
1926 and 1927, on the succeeding crop from 
tl;e top two-fifths of tl1e field wa.> the subject 
of the following comment in the Rotlwmstet! 
,'i.nnual Report for 1928: "Na•er in the 86 
yeurs of successive wheat growing ltas Broad-
balk grown a crop so thicl(set with grain and 
we are at present unable to explain it." 
Sir Daniel Hall, when Director of Roth-
amsted, wrote of the experiment on alternate 
wl1eat and fallow: "The produce of wheat 
aftet· fallow is considerably higl1er than when 
it is grown continuously." 
The figures given in Sir John Rwsell's 
letter and in tl1e report to which he refers in 
his last paragraph indicate the benefit of 
fallow to tl1e succeeding crop. The latter 
mentions that the improvement lasts beyond 
the: fn·st year when it states "in tl;c second and 
wtcr years the yit'ids are much Less, though 
tl!e fat/ is Less abrupt on the plots with /;ighest 
nitrogen supply and on those of lowest potash 
suppLy . ... ," e.g., the mean yields on Plot 
2 ( l·armyard manure) 1935-39 of each of 
the four years after faltow are given as 
(1) 20.9, (.:!) 16.6, (J) 15.9, (4) 14.3 Ctt/t. 
per acre. These are, of course, only indica-
tions, as the new experiment is too young to 
produce a dependable result. 
An interesting sidelight on the effect of 
faliowing appears in the report quoted in the 
last pm·agraph. Referring to a test of the 
bread produced from Hroadbalk wheat for the 
years 1926 to 1929, the report states that 
·'something i11 the method of cultivation had 
consistently reduced the baking quality, for 
tl1e samples of 1926 and 1927 were below 
ordmary English standards, the dough from, 
some of them being distinctly poor. Fallow-
ing Led to a definite improvement; the appem·-
ance of the flour and the crumb colour of tl1e 
head was in marl(ed contrast to the lifeless 
greyish crumb of the previous years." 
It may be noted that a similar experiment 
in growing wheat continuously at Woburn 
was abandoned after 50 yem·s. Not only had 
the weeds conquet·ed, but the yield had 
dropped disastrously on every plot, due, it is 
said, to the increase in acidity. This factot· 
has not yet shown itself on Broadball(, which 
is still benefiting from the heavy chalking 
which preceded tl1e use of the field for experi-
ments." 
According to Sir D aniel Hall, the pro-
portion of nod ulcs of chalk still identifiable in 
the Brondbnlk soil is as much as three per 
cent. We draw special attention here to the 
phrase lifeless greyish crumb used by the 
Rothamsted Report. It is the final proof of 
the end of the road to which other matter in 
this issue directs attention. 
A selection from the further evidence 
available is given below. 
ExTRACTS FRoM SoME RoTHAMSTED 
A:-<NUAL REPORTS: 
r905.-"Seasons 1904 and 1905. As the 
plots were becoming very foul, particularly 
with Alopecurus Agrestis (Black Bent Grass), 
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they were divided longitudinally and one-half 
of each was fallowed during the summer of 
1904 and the other half is being fallowed in 
H)O) in order to clean the plots without brcok-
i ng the continuity of the experiments." 
1914--"Thc l3roadbalk Wheat was again 
poor, the yields being almost identical with 
tho ·c obtained in 1913 but for this the sea on 
is only portly re. ponsiblc. Continuous wheat 
growing aliows very few opportunitie of 
cleaning the land and weeds have obtained 
so strong a hold on this field that hoeing and 
h.md weeding are insufficient to keep them 
down, and indeed the processes finally injure 
the crop more than the weeds. The com-
mittee therefore decided to fallow the west or 
top half of the field in 1914 :md the east or 
bottom half in 1915. Only once before since 
the experiment began in 1843 has there been 
a fallow and that was in 1903-4 and 1904-5 
when, however, the operation was carried out 
by dividing each plot into a north and south 
half and fallowing one in 1903-4 and the 
other in 1904-5· The method did not prove 
very successful by reason of the narrowness 
of the strips." 
·' ote.-As in the two previous seasons 
(r912 and 1913) owing to the foulness of the 
Land on the upper half of the field the 
p1·oduce here 1·ecorded was tlwt obtained on 
the lower half of the field only." (kt!ics 
ours). 
1893.-"for the crop of 1889 therefore 
down one half the length of the plots (the 
top) only olrernate rows of wheat were own, 
in order, so far as possible, to eradicate this 
ond some other plants; the other (the bottom) 
being sown in the u ual way. For the crop 
of 1R9o, on the other hand, the full number 
of rows was sown on the top half and only 
alternate rows on the bottom half of each 
plot in order the better to clean that portion. 
For the crops of 1891, 1892 and 1893, how-
ever, the full number of rows were again 
sown over the full length of each plot." 
The Rothamsted Report for 1929 says : 
" In 1926 and 1927 the crop was confined to 
the lower (eastern) part of the field, the upper 
being completely fallowed for 2 years. Thi 
was the first complete follow on this areo 
since the experiment began in r843·" This 
at least ignores the fallow of 1914. 
ExTRACTS FRoM TEcH :--ncAL CoMMUl\ ICATION 
To. 40 : hiPERIAL BuREAU OF SoiL Sc iEl'CF.. 
" The Rot!Jamsted Field Experiments on 
the Growth of Wheat" 
bv Sir E.]. Russel l and D.]. W atson . 
p. 57 ~IJlder "Weed In festation"-
' ·In 1926 and 1927 the top three-fifths of 
the field was fallowed and in 1928 and 1929 
the bottom three-fifths was fallowed. Thus 
the fallow parts overlapped so th:lt the middle 
fifth of the field was fallowed for four years. 
Then in 1930 the whole field was cropped and 
each of the fifths wa harvested separ:nely. 
From 1931 onwards one-fifth has been fallow-
ed each yea r, the fallow moving from Strip 
V (cast end) up to the west end ." . 
p. 72 under "Continuous Wheat Growmg at 
Woburn"-
"The Woburn results arc set out in 
Table 25; the first fifteen years only are given 
because shortly after that a fall in yield began 
on some of the plots through an increase in 
arid ity." 
p. 75-
"As at Rothamsted, the yields rose for 
the first few years to a maximum in about 
r882 to 1887 and then fell : over the period 
r887 to 1901 there was little if any change. 
After that rapid deterioration set in ." 
P· n-
"The yields of Wheat and Barley (at 
Woburn) had by 1926 fallen by from 1.5 to 
6-cwt. per acre according to the treatment: 
this closed a so-year period of continuous 
corn growing and the whole area was fallow-
ed for two years, one year being insufficient 
to eradicate the weeds which had become very 
troublesome." 
p. 1'i3, under "Woburn Experimcnts"-
"One of the most striking results in the 
whole range of agricultural science was the 
demonstration of the harmful effect of aciditv 
on crop growth : this was less marked 0;1 
Wheat than on Barley." 
Of special intere t is a series of passages 
in the same Technical Communication 1o. 
40 on the extraordinary lengths to which 
special and highly expensive steps to keep 
down weeds were taken. 
"In the old days much labour was ex-
pended in hand-weeding the plots. In 1852 
(for which year a full record exists) there 
were 211 man days and 714 boy days: as the 
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weeding season lasted only about 100 days 
this mean~ an .average of 2 men and 7 boys 
working lull ume on the field . Apparently 
the method w:~s succcs. ful, beca use yields 
were high and the notebooks contain no 
reference to weed in the following years. But 
from 1867 to 1889 the field is often desc ribed 
as 'exceeding fo ul'; this was a period of bad 
~Laso n s and boy labour was becoming more 
difficult to obta in." 
"In spite of much hand weeding- often 
in bter years by parties of chool girls-the 
weeds increa.ed so much that in r89o and 
1891 the field was partially fallowed by drill-
ing: the rows at double width over half the 
!.cld, to allow of hoeing between the rows." 
And ag:.~in-
"An Account of the Roth amsted Experi-
ments" by A. D. Hall (1905 Edition) has on 
page 41: 
"The real difficulty, however, in contin-
uous corn-growing is to keep the bnd clean; 
certa in weeds are favoured by the wheat and 
tend to :.Jccumulate, so that the land can only 
be maintained clean by an cxces ivc expendi-
ture in repeated hand-hoeing. otwithstand-
ing all the labour tllat is put on the plots, the 
'Hlack Bent' Grass, Alopecurus Agrestis, has 
from time to time become so troublesome that 
specia l measures have had to be taken to 
eradicate it and to restore the plots to a 
re:~son ab lc degree of clcanli ness." 
"Despite the proof that continuous wheat 
growing is feasible (italics ours) it has not 
come into gen eral practice in Britain. The 
difficulties ha\·e usually been too great. The 
time available for cleaning the land is so short 
that weeds te nd to accumulate and ultimately 
cause a good deal of trouble, and on light 
ch:.~lky soils where ease of mechanical work-
ing is a great inducement to continuous or 
at least very frequent cereal growing, there is 
;> further d:mgc r of accumulation of fungus 
di sease 'Take All' (Ophiobolus graminis)." 
'vV c leave our readers to reflect on the 
situation produced by these facts, including 
the astonishing extent of extra cultivations 
carried out to prolong the death agon ies of a 
Field that is for ever England. 
Y../e may conclude, with strict moderation, 
that in this matter of N.P.K. we st:.~nd in 
urgent need of much more science and much 
less advocacy. 
EFFICIENT FARMING 
By H. S. D. WENT· 
ON page 90 of his latest. book •. Sir ~?niel 
Hall, K.C.B. , F.R.S., wntcs: The 
farmers of the newer countries would agree 
that the test of efficiencv is not the amount 
per acre, but the amoun't that can be grown 
with one man's labour." (The newer coun-
tries, from the point of view of farming, arc 
New Zealand, South America, Central and 
South Africa, Western Canada, the U.S.A. 
and the U.S.S.R.). From this statement we 
can draw two conclusions: (1) that Sir Daniel 
believes that the test of efficient farming is 
the amount produced per man, and (2) that 
he consider,~ that the opinion of the farmers 
of the newer countries constitutes a sort of 
Court of Fin:.~l Appeal. From (2) we mu t 
deduce that he believes the newer lands to be 
efficiently farmed. 
Before we consider the conclusions forced 
upon us by Sir Daniel's statement, it will be 
as well to refresh our memories as to his 
qualifications to speak authoritatively on 
farming matters. The Editor of The Field 
has told us that:-
"Sir D aniel Hall's connection with agri-
culture extends over more than fifty years. 
In r8q4 he was appointed the first Principal 
of the South-Eastern Agricultural College 
at Wye. The system of education which he 
devised for it has served as a model for all 
later foundations throughout the country. 
In 1902 he was appointed Director of the 
Rothamsted Experimental Station, and the 
position Rothamsted holds to-day in the 
world of agricultural research is sufficient 
tribute to his work there. In 1909 he was 
appointed to the Development Commission 
and in 1912 he resigned from Rothamsted 
to devote himself entirely to his new work. 
He it was who conceived the idea of a 
series of State-endowed research institutes, 
and these have beep set up in various 
University Centres all over Britain. The 
organisation of this national scheme of 
agricultural research and education was 
perhaps his greatest work. In 1917 he be-
came Secretary to the then Board of Agri-
culture and later Chief Scientific Adviser. 
He remained to see the Board become a 
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Ministry and held the post until his resig-
nation in 1()36. In 1926 he became Director 
of the John Innes Horticultural Institute. 
His last great work was the Constitution of 
the Agricultural Research Council. In fifty 
years of work for farming he has made for 
himself a position unequalled in the world 
of agriculture, and a reputation that is truly 
world-wide." 
Even the Editor .of The Cross and The 
Plough, though his standpoint is almo t dia-
metrically opposed to that of Sir Daniel, has 
said : "Sir Daniel Hall is probably our fore-
most authority on the details of commercial 
farming." 
It follows, therefore, that any expression 
of his opinion on agric ultural matters by Sir 
Daniel Hall demands our respectful consider-
ation, if not our instant. and automatic agree-
ment. 
Personally I am of a rather sceptical tem-
perament, so I think that, before accepting 
Sir D aniel's conclusions, it would be just as 
well to examine the results which "the farm-
ers of the newer countries" have achieved by 
their efficient farming. 
ln 1938 Famine In England, by Viscount 
L ymington, was published. In it are some 
rather strong criticisms of the methods of 
these farmers. Here are some of them :-
'Ew ZEALA'<D.-" ew Zealand i a 
great reservoir for an imal fooodstuffs. As 
islands, her rainfall is less affected by de-
afforestation than if she were a continent. 
Yet even in ew Zealand there are signs 
of serious erosion through grazing on steep 
slopes and too much interference with 
natural vegetation." p. 99· 
SouTH AMERICA.-"South American 
agriculture has so far escaped most, but not 
all, of the devastating results of bad farming 
in rorth America." p. 99· 
AFRICA.-" In general and under present 
conditions where the plough is drawn in 
Africa the shadow of the desert runs before 
it. This is not all. Miss Huxley's article 
in The Times of June nth, 1937, shows 
how the grazing land is losing heart. Here 
again we have upset the balance of nature. 
Even with the most energetic action, 
which must be both wise and far-seeing, 
there is little hope in Africa to increase food 
supplies for a generation. What is far more 
likely is that the desert will grow apace for 
a generation before a desperate and sadder 
but wiser world takes it in hand." pp 102 
and 103. 
CA::-.:ADA.-"In general the only trad-
itionally well-farmed land in temperate 
North America is the land farmed by the 
French-Canadian peasants of Canada, 
where a peasant population and wise mixed 
fa rming has for two hundred years kept the 
land in sound heart, which in itself should 
be sufficient lesson." p. 98. 
AusTRAI.!A.-"Unless Australia is rapid-
ly turned into a peasant country, ruin of 
the soil is inevitable. . . . . The reported 
problems from Australia show a really des-
perate position. . . . The plough and the 
grazing have each unconsciously intensified 
the desert. Taking an objective view, it is 
hard to feel anything but pessimism for the 
general future of Australian soil." p. roo. 
U.S.A.-"This (Middle West) 'dust 
bowl' is no accident of nature, no seismic 
cataclysm such as engulfed Atlantis. It is 
man's handiwork. After the pioneers 
passed the land was filled . But the spirit 
remained the same-it was the spirit of 
exploitation and with it was still a general 
ignorance of good husbandry." p. 94· 
U.S.S.R.-"The Big Idea, the apoo-ee 
of Americanism, has become God to ~e 
Russian. Not only does he have the world's 
largest power-station, but he must have the 
world's largest farms and fields. Collectiv-
ized farming is the order of the day. But 
collectivized farming in the Russian sense 
is almost certain to mean bad husbandry. 
Wheatfields of hundreds or thousands of 
acres in the end mean a new dust bowl. At 
present the United States has the world's 
la~gest failu.re in farming, but Russia, in 
th1s also, w11l ultimately have the record." 
p. ro6. 
.It may be ~bjected that Lord Lymington 
-wnh h1s l.nSJStence .on the necessity for 
peasant .farmmg and h1s respect for tradition 
-Is obvwusly a sentimental mediaevalist one 
~..,h~ objects on principle to all new idea~, an 
mstmct1ve opponent of all progress. "Sir 
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Daniel Hall we know," you may say "and 
Sir John Russell we know; but who 'is th. 
Vi count Lymington that he should set hlS . . h IS 
~pmwns up. aga,J~st t e. unique authority of 
Str Dan1el H all; A gam the Editor of Tf1 
h eld suppl ies the answer :- e 
'· V 1scount Lymington," he tells us 
spent his boyho.od until the age of eleven 0~ 
a cattle ranch in Wyoming, when the West 
was sui] the West. He has travelled wide! 
in Europe, Asia and America, always wi~ 
an eye on farming. In 1932 at the Volta 
Contcn::nce in Rome he spoke on 'The 
Unity of European Peasant Farming." 
Between 1925 and 1939 he reclaimed 3,000 
acres of land taken over from tenants 
mostly bankrupt, by laying on w·ater and 
heavy stocking with Hosier Bails and 
folded pigs o~ grass, thereby doubling 
arable production and trebling the gross 
output. He was one of the pioneers in 
Hoster Ba1ls and alternate husbandry, and 
smce 1931 he has .expenmented in a closely 
followed connection betw.een soil fertility 
and antmal health and reSlStance to disease 
in field crops. He is .the author, among 
other books on farmmg, of Famine Iu 
England, a prophetic book published in 
1938., 
It would seem then that, although Lord 
Lymington is not a world-renowned hofessor 
of Agriculture,. he is a successful practical 
farmer an~ a ltfe-long tudent of farming 
and that h1s statements also are worthy of our 
re pectful consideration. They are not un-
~upported. A few years ago Messrs. Jacks 
and Whyte undertook, at the request of the 
Government, a world-wide survey of the 
causes and effects of soil erosion. The 
appalling results of their survey were publish-
ed under the title of The Rape of the Eat·th. 
Jn ~h~t book every one of Lord Lymington's 
cntJCisms of the farmers of the newer coun-
tries is repeatedly justified up to the hilt. 
No scientific or specialist knowledge is 
ne~essary .to. realise that men who have utterly 
ruined m!llwns of acres of fertile soil, and 
who have damaged-seriously if not in all 
ca:es irretrievably-more than they have yet 
rumed, are not efficient farmers. They are 
n~t farmers at all, they are crop-miners and 
soil-bandits. But Sir Daniel Hall believes 
that these bandits are efficient farmers, and 
appeals to their support of his contention that 
the "test o.f efficiency" is not the amount per 
acre, but the amount that can be grown with 
one m an's labour. It follows of neces5ity that 
we are regretfull y forced to conclude that Sir 
Daniel Hall, K.C.B., f.R.S., has no idea of 
"·hat constitutes efficient farming, that his 
'·test" is no te~t at all, and that his opinion 
on the matter-in spite of his immense pres-
tige, his half-century's experience of Auricul-
tural Pedagogy and all his qualificatio~1s-is 
of even less value than that of a nobody like 
myself, whose ignorance of agriculture is 
almost as profound as is Sir Daniel's know-
ledge. Here, in self-defence, I must digres . 
~ o doubt it eems intolerable that I should 
dare to criticise such a man as Sir Daniel 
Hall; for in this free, but expert-ridden, island 
it has come to be looked upon as something 
outrageous, an indecency, almost a blas-
phemy, for the ordinary ignorant nobody to 
refuse to kow-tow to a Great Authority. On 
point~ of technical detail 1 might respect the 
tabu, but on matters of common sense I most 
emphatically do not. If all the Agricultural 
Professors in the country told me that if I 
had four bullocks and two were taken away 
1 should have ~ix left, I should not hesitate to 
tell them that they were talking through their 
respective hats. So, when Sir Daniel Hall 
says that the men who have made a desert 
ao"d cal~ed it farming are judges .f "effi-
ciency," I say that he is talking bosh, and I 
am enti~cly justified in saying it. 
To return to Sir Daniel Hall's "test of 
L01ciency." It will be interesting to take a 
concrete example, and see how it works out. 
At Messrs. !\.rthur Guiness, Son & Co.'s hop 
gardens, at Bodiam in Sussex, compost is 
made by the Indore Process. The total cost 
per acre (at 16 tons of compost to the acre) is 
J:,S os. od., £2 8s. od. of thi being the cost of 
transporting puh·erised town wastes from the 
station to the gardens, £2 os. od . being the 
cost of making and spreading the compost 
heaps and spreading the finished compost. 
The total cost of the equivalent amount of 
artificials would be £9 12s. 7~d., about ss. 
g}d. being the cost of transport, and about 
3s. wtd. being the cost of spreading the 
chemicals. Consider the operation of manur-
ing one acre (to simplify matters we will 
assume that outside transport is used in each 
case) in the light of the rule that the less the 
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man-power U5ed to attain a result, the more 
efficient the method. We then reach the 
r~marbble conclusion that-since £2 is more 
t~an ten tur~e 3s. JO!d.-artificials-in spite 
ot t~e;r cosung :{,t 12s. 7~d. more, and pro-
ducm_g a less satJsfactory crop--are ten times 
as cfhc1ent as compost. A conclusion which 
would have delighted the heart of the late Sir 
W. S. Gilbert. 
, How comes it that Sir Daniel Hall, 
K.C.B., F.R.S., should have made such an 
:Jmazing b under? It is incredible that a m:tn 
of his position :tnd experience hould be so 
1gnorant of world condit ions as not to know 
of the destruction wrought by "the farmers of 
the newer countries," and I find it equally 
Impossible to believe that he i anything but 
honest 111 the ex. pression of his belief. I, fancy 
that Lord Lymmgton, on page 95 of Famine 
In England, has provided the clue to the 
mystery. Of modern methods of farming he 
says:-
"ln the spirit of the profit age nearly 
all :1gricultural research has been towards 
bigger and better exploitation of the land 
rather than saner and sounder farming.'' 
Thus when Sir Daniel Hall, the Great 
Panjandrum of Agricultural Research, speaks 
o~ efficient farming he is not really thinking 
ot farmmg at all, but-subconsciously, of 
course-of efficient money-grubbi nrr. There 
is an old storv of a salesman who s~ld razor' 
which would' not shave. When he made a 
round of return visits his indign:l!lt customers 
told him that the razor. were useless for 
shaving. He replied cheerfully that he knew 
they were. On being asked what then they 
were for, he said, in innocent surprise, "To 
sell, of course." I feel certain that if we could 
dig down deep enough into Sir Daniel's sub-
conscious mind, and then asked him what 
crops were for, he would reply: "To sell, of 
course." 
Must we rake it that, as Sir D:tniel Hall 
has failed to produce a test of efficient farm-
ing, no definition can be found? I think not. 
In all humility, subject to correction and with 
a full consciousness of my ignorance, I ven-
ture to offer .one: The efficient farming of 
any piece of ground is that farming which-
WHILE FULLY MAl TAl I G THE 
FERTILITY OF THE SOIL-produces the 
maximum of healthy crops. 
MEASURES 
By H . H.. BROADBENT ro measures of farm efficiency are here 
examined-output-per-man and net 
profit. 
It is common practice in comparing the 
output-per-man from a mechanised farm with 
that from a mixed farm using animal traction 
to say that a mechanised farm is more 
efficient than a mixed because the yield 
measured as output-per-man-on-the-farm is 
higher. This is true, at least for a time, 
because of the efficiency of mechanised trac-
tion and other machinery. Machinery is 
efficient in this sense of the term that a man 
with its aid can do more work in a given time 
than a man with hand tools or horse-drawn 
implements. 
Machinery is usually included as part of 
the far m 's capital. It can, however, be re-
ga rded in a different light. It can be consid-
ered as concentrated labour imported on to 
the farm. If a direct compatison is to be made 
of output-per-man, the machines should be 
considered as imported man-hours. Not on! 
the machines, but the fuel, lubricants and 
artificial fertilisers are all forms of concen-
trated imported labour. Each has had man-
hours spent on its production, seiling and 
transport. Indeed, the work of all men 
engaged in the whole line of production, sell-
ing and delivery, from the growers of the 
food for the makers, processors, salesmen and 
carriers to the accountant who finally balances 
his books, must be considered as a part of the 
importation and should be assessed as such in 
the form of man-hours imported on the farm. 
P art of the time of the Services protecting the 
trade routes and of the Foreign Minister and 
his staff must also be charged as man-hours 
against machine production. 
The imported labour special to a mixed 
farm with animal traction (e.g., harness, pro-
vision of more gates and buildings) cannot 
weigh very heavily in the balance aga inst that 
special to the mechanised farm. 
The mixed farm must, however, bear in 
the form of taxation a part of the extra ser-
vices, for instance, elaborate communications, 
which are essential to m echanised equipment. 
This is a subsidy from the mixed to the 
mechanised fa rm. 
By how much would the mechanised 
output-per-man-on-the-farm be reduced if the 
concentrated imported man-hours were charg-
ed in that form to the mechanised farm? 
Would it fall below that of the mixed farm? 
It is probable that no attempt has ever been 
made to find the answer. The difficulties arc 
too great. Indeed, it m ay be argued that it is 
unneces ary to go to the trouble since the 
measure, output-per-man, is only one factor 
among many which ::tre covered by a second 
measure, net profit. 
The money exchanged in all the various 
transactions, from the original payment for 
food for all workers in the chain to the final 
payment to the costs clerk, gathers together 
all factors under a common head ing. If this 
is so, mechanised and mixed farms can be 
compared on a COll).mon basis, and if the 
mechanised fa rm shows a greater money 
return it is said to be more efficient. 
This statement is fundamentally unsound, 
for in the assessment of costs on the mechan-
iserl farm a vital factor is ignored. L ittle, if 
:ll1y, account is taken of the loss of fertility, 
the loss of capital from the soils which pro-
vided the cheap food for the sub-divided 
labour of machine production. 
Our machine prod uction depends on 
cheap food. Most of the factories, machine 
tools, railways and roads in the U .S.A., for 
instance, have been built on cheap food. The 
food was cheap because it bad been grown 
without regard to the subsequent condition of 
the soil. The soi l producing the cheap food 
deteriorated. According to a survey m ade in 
1934 in the U.S.A., three-quarters of the top 
soil bad been washed away from 12,ooo,ooo 
acres of the Piedmont area . The Tennessee 
Valley authorities had scheduled an expendi-
ture of between 350 and 450 million doll ars by 
1943 to stop erosion in the area through which 
the river flowed. Between 1935 and 1938 
3} million dollars were spent in Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and Alberta, Canada, to com-
bat erosion. Similar stories are told of 
Australia and South Africa. 
There appears to be no doubt that we 
have received and are receiving our cheap 
food from land which bas been and is being 
malt rea ted. The men who made the facto r-
ies , machine tools, power statio ns, roads and 
r:J iiways , al l indeed who shared and ~ha re in 
the supply of the machi nes. h::l\'e draw n at 
kost a pa rt of thei r food from wasted lands. 
Machi nery ha" hc.:_n subsidised from soils 
\\ hich are I JO\\' c.: rocJeJ, destroyed or in COL!r\C 
of losing their food producina val ue. Vcrv 
little.: of this snbsiJy h :1s as y~< appea red i ~ 
the cost of the m achines. • 
T he argument that food from :1 mcchJn-
i~cd fa rm i ~ cheaper than from a m ixed fa rm 
is without fo unJJ tion . Its roots lie in the 
deserts of the world. 
T he re is a primar y condition which mu t 
be fulfi lled before an y sound found ation for 
:1 civilisat ion ca n exist. T he soil must be kept 
1n good heart. The mamtenance of fertilit y 
m ust be the prime meJsure. ' o p lan which 
rests on economics dependent on an cxhaus-
\on of the ~v.orlcl 's soil s can be successful ly 
cc:ended. I he wurcc would be robbery oi 
t tmer .. tl · ~ present or futu re generations. 
\\ t ' nav·· :lccumulated wea lth f rom the 
\\'Js.ted l:t !1 J s. in the form of factories. po'' er 
stat rons, roads anJ rail ways. These are '' ast-
Jng ;.mets the m aintenance of which will be-
come rncreasmgly Ji ffic ult as the sources of 
che:t p fooJ become dry. Their replacemen t 
\';rl ue has alread y risen. The best that we 
can hope for is that the problem is rccognisccl 
and our wealth used to produce a more table 
economy before calamity overtakes us. 
The civili sation which we can build on 
the .sure . found ations of soil maintained in 
fertJ!rty JS unknown, but we know this- that 
tt will be different from the presen t. 
------ -
DAILY BREAD BEAUTY: IV 
Final Extracts from the Writings of the late Professor Lethaby 
Always ~md in all things choose quality 
rJ ther than quantity. 
H appiness is not so much a happening 
as a way of lookmg at happenings. 
vVithout some daily bread beauty we 
sta rve. 
A tr ue work of An is the crest of a bi a 
wave in a wide sea . M:~ n y modern pict ur~~ 
:1 nd poems are ripples in a tea-c up. 
What \Vc.: call things are our way of 
looking at a ppc:~ rances . · 
O h ! ornament, what a trocities arc com-
mitted in th)t name ! 
Art like poetry and relig ion is near everv 
one of us. It is uni versa l or it is of little 
worth. 
We live under a tyranny of trusts, in an 
Empire of emporiums. 
Good work is surely a form of good 
works. 
Digging the ground, that is the root 
problem. 
Kindliness kindles. 
To live on the labour of others is a form 
of cannibalism. 
The best originality is that which becomes 
common afterwards. 
Education teaches reading but not what 
to read, paintin~: but not what to paint, archi-
tecturc but not how to build. 
. Our favourite employment is underpin-
nmg : JUSt enough to prevent collapse from 
day to day. 
We arc easily captured by myths of 
superiority. 
The poor are gentle, but the rich call 
themselves so . 
T he ideal o( modern life seems to be that 
som~ will be motoring , the rest making ancl 
repazr: ng cars. 
Is th is ro be a world of wrecked machines, 
crashed aeroplanes and stranded warships-
ru~t y 1ron everywhere? 
The helplessncs of modern Art is the 
meas ure of the helplessness of the worker-
there is justice in the universe. 
_An int~ntion to be artistic slays art, 
p ultlng seezmng for being. 
Making and doino- arc forms of virtue 
and philosophy. 0 
Everyone would produce Art if so much 
had not been said of it that none but pro-
fessors dare to profess. 
Religion should glorify the common. 
"'Civilisation" has been the development 
and destruction of a series of Babylons. 
(CONCLUDED) 
ORDER OF BATTLE: XI 
EPITAPH ON A DUD* 
I J the Ladyday issue of T/1e Cross and The 
Plough, a good deal of space was devoted 
to the attempt of Big )3usiness and other 
interests to recast the face of England after 
the war into large-scale mechanised farms. 
The case presented against this ramp was 
perhaps as complete as was possible within 
the limits of a single article. But from the 
exigencies of space alone, two considerations 
of major importance had to be omitted. They 
are indicated here to round off the case 
against an anti-social, unscrupulous and un-
scientific conspiracy. 
The main capital asset of the human race 
is a fertile soil, and it is the primary duty of 
mankind to hand on that capital intact to 
future generations. The spectacular results 
obtained in many parts of the world by 
mechanised arable farming have been obtain-
ed solely at the expense of that capital fer-
tility. Our readers are well aware of this 
enormous fact, and it is mentioned here only 
to bring out the point that wasting one's 
substance in riotous living is always spectacu-
lar-while the substance lasts. No doubt the 
owners of the swine were filled with envy of 
the Prodigal Son at all stages prior to that of 
the husks. 
It is precisely the methods which have 
wasted the substance of the world which are 
now proposed for England, but one aspect of 
the argument has not been developed to our 
knowledge. ' 
It is quite clear that in terms of labour 
applied at the time and on the spott large 
mechanised farming is cheaper than small 
peasant farming. That is its sole claim to 
notice. It is also clear that four-thousand-acre 
farms are, on the whole, the largest possible 
units in a country like England. 
But observe the stupidity of the argu-
ment. They challenge competition with large-
scale cultivation in America and Russia on its 
own terms. Very well, we start our four-
thousand-acre farms, which by definition we 
can extend no further. The American Cor-
• See The Land Mine., Ladyd.ay, 1942. 
t See Mr. Broadbent's article on page 12. 
porations, operating already in units up to a 
hundred thousand acres, can extend to twice 
or thrice that sca le without difficulty, and the 
new English farming finds itself ozttclassed 
before it is well started, with no hope of 
improvement on its chosen line. Not only so, 
but there are possibilities just over the horizon 
which would make both English and Ameri-
can mechanists look extremely foolish. 
About ten years ago, the present regime 
in Russia was considering seriously a ystem 
of mechanised farming where brigades of 
fourteen-share power ploughs would start 
from the south of the steppes, and plough 
furrows a thousand miles long. They would 
be followed by cultivators and seed drills (or 
seeding aeroplanes) on a similar scale, and 
brigades of combine harvesters would reap 
and thresh the crop in due time. 
ow. this is absurd , but it is by no means 
technically impossible, and our own mechan-
ised farms would look much more foolish by 
comparison with this Gargantuan conception 
than a peasant looks to Professor Scott 
Watson. 
\Ve cannot compete with this sort of 
thing, and our correct remedy, even on 
technical g rounds-and incomparably more so 
on every other ground- is to refuse to com-
pete at all. If size and machine competition 
are out of the question, our only remedy is to 
cut out size and the machine, and to grow 
our food in small intimate units-in that 
close mixed farming which ensures perman-
ent fertility and with which mechanisation 
cannot compete at al l. 
This argument is clinched by the fact 
that large mechanisation, abroad and at 
home, cannot fail to produce disaster by 
erosion. It is true that we owe erosion 
chiefly to industrial capitalism, but industrial 
co!Jectivism is no remedy. Industrialism of 
any sort cannot exist without invasion of 
capital resources. Erosion in Russia began 
with the greed of the Best People there. The 
fact was first realised as a problem at all by 
their Communist successors. But it does not 
appe:u that Soviet methods are providing :my 
OUR GHBOURS' LANDMARKS 
Major Resolutions of the Convention of the National Catholic 
Rural Movement of Australia 
THIS Convention, representing the 
N.C.R.M. in every State of the Common-
wealth, pledges its loyalty to the Government 
of the Commonwl-alth in the present grave 
crisis confronting our people. 
The National Catholic Rural Movement, 
having surveyed the present position of 
Australian agriculture, the ground which has 
been gained in the two years which have 
elapsed since its foundation, and the necessity 
of rural reconstruction, considers that it will 
perform its highest duty to the Church and 
to Australia by strengthening the bonds of its 
own organisation and by calling for a con-
tinued increase in the number of Rural 
Groups (men and women), the living cells on 
which the strength of the Movement depends. 
The National Catholic Rural Movement 
re-emphasises the directions which were given 
to all sections of the Movement by the last 
National Convention. It enjoins upon them 
their urgent responsibility to establish Young 
Farmers' Clubs and all forms of co-operation, 
including Credit Unions and regular district 
Field Days and General Meetings in the 
coming year. It records its opinion that the 
work of Rural Groups receives invaluable aid 
from annual Diocesan Conventions. 
That the Movement embark on Co-oper-
ation of all kinds, including <;redit Unions, 
Co-operative Purchasing and a plan of Co-
operative Insurance to be formulated by the 
National Executive. 
The National Catholic Rural Movement 
(realising that its programme for the restora-
tion of the land is grievously handicapped by 
the tremendous burden of indebtedness which 
weighs so heavily on the shoulders of the 
farmers of Australia) launches its National 
Campaign for the solution of the problem of 
Rural Debt and calls for the wholehearted 
participation of all its sections and welcomes 
the collaboration of all rural organisations 
prepared to lend their assistance to the accom-
plishment ofthe;~ent's programme. 
t6 
The National Catholic Rural Movement, 
confident that the future of the Australian 
people depends upon a sound policy of rural 
settlement based on the foundations of the 
independent farm, calls upon all its sections 
to play their full part in the National Cam-
paign of Land Settlement, so that the Move-
ment may not only play a practical role in 
achieving the ideals for which it stands, but 
that it may provide for the Government of 
the Commonwealth a practical model on 
which ~he land settlement plans of the post-
war period may be based. 
As war has emphasised the need for de-
centralisation of industry, we ask that the 
Government, in dealing with problems of 
post-war reconstruction, should act upon the 
scheme of Homestead Farming submitted to 
it last year by the N.C.R.M. 
That the Movement pledges itself to care 
for the interests of all members called up for 
military service and instructs its groups to 
arrange, where possible, to care for the stock 
and. other property of farmers called up for 
serviCe. 
The National Catholic Rural Movement, 
in the full realisation of the fact that we seek 
nothing less than the achievement of the 
Christian revolution and that basically the 
problem of the land is a spiritual problem, 
re-emphasises the necessity for the complete 
spiriwal formation of its members to fill them 
with the passion for the apostolate of the 
land, and to fulfilment of these objectives, in 
perfect concordance with our Holy Mother 
the Church, it pledges its allegiance to the 
Bishops of Australia. 
~From "Rural Life," 21st Feb., 1942 
Great is your Faith! I weakly think your 
teaching is too sane for a world that grows 
madder every day. (Last week, in this coun-
try parish, I had eggs from Uruguay and milk 
from Minnesota! )-A country priest. 
